INSTALLATIONS

SCIENTIFIC

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
TBI Laboratory Design & Installation
WE’RE SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN LAB DESIGN
TBI completely their own drawings with a design department that have expertise in both AutoCAD & Revit.
This means that as well as giving their clients Plan and Elevation drawings, they can also offer 3D renders,
allowing the end users to grasp the overall design concept before installation
TRUST. EXCELLENCE.
Professional Project Management is key to the success of TBI. Their installation department is sectioned into
four teams ,with each team headed by qualified fitters. TBI prides itself on having the highest skill set and
installing laboratories using the most state-of-the-art tools.
IRELAND'S LABS ARE USING TBI'S EXPERTISE, EXPERIENCE AND INGENUITY
TBI SCIENTIFIC’s layout planning utilizes 2D & 3D renderings to clarify the intended space utilisation,
existing requirements and features, connections, area dimensions, interfaces and all other relevant
information.
ROFESSIONALLY CONCEIVED & INSTALLED
TBI SCIENTIFIC’s layout planning utilizes 2D & 3D renderings to clarify the intended space utilisation, existing
requirements and features, connections, area dimensions, interfaces and all other relevant information.
The laboratory will become clearly conceivable for you through the 3D drawing. We will then refine the
details together with you. In the next stage of the presentation, your laboratory will be almost “accessible” in
colour and with clear, differentiated depth in the rendered representation. You will be able to see your
laboratory from all angles. As a logical conclusion to our precise planning and design work, the laboratory
will be installed in your building
HAVE A SPECIALIST REQUIREMENT?
TBI Scientific’s design and project management team of designers and expert fitters carry the latest state of
the art equipment, and have a wealth of knowledge with all ranges of laboratory furniture systems.
QUITE SIMPLY, THERE IS NO INSTALLATION WE CANNOT DO...........

www.tbi-scientific.ie

